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shown to be numerially stable and for several approahes there exist examplesindiating that the method is atually unstable.Reently, Ming Gu [7℄ has developed fast algorithms for solving Toeplitz andToeplitz-plus-Hankel linear least squares problems. In his approah, the matrix is�rst transformed into a Cauhy-like matrix by using the Fast Fourier Transformor trigonometri transformations. Then the orresponding Cauhy-like linearleast squares problem is solved. Numerial experiments show that this approahis not only eÆient but also numerially stable, even if the oeÆient matrix isvery ill-onditioned.In this paper we will also develop a numerially stable method that works forill-onditioned problems|in other words, for problems that annot be solved viathe normal equations approah. We proeed as follows. The original LS-problemis �rst embedded into a larger LS-problem. The oeÆient matrix of the latterproblem has additional struture: it is a irulant blok matrix. This LS-problemis then (unitarily) transformed into a LS-problem whose oeÆient matrix is aoupled Vandermonde matrix. The latter LS-problem is then solved by using theframework of orthogonal polynomial vetors.2 Embedding of the original LS-problemWe embed the original LS-problem (1) in the following way. Let A and B bematries and let a and y be vetors. The extended LS-problem is formulated asfollows: determine the vetors x and y suh that the norm of the vetorr := �A BT 0 � �xy �� �ab �is minimal. (We assume, of ourse, that A, B, a and y have appropriate sizes.)If the matrix B is nonsingular, then the �rst `omponent' x of the solution �xy �of the extended LS-problem oinides with the solution x of the original LS-problem for any hoie of A, B and a. We an always hoose A and B suh thatthe two blok olumnsC1 := �AT � and C2 := �B0 �are irulant matries. For example, we an hoose B equal to the identity matrixof order n� 1 and we an hoose A as the (n� 1)� n Toeplitz matrixA := [ t�n+1+j�k ℄k=0;:::;n�1j=0;:::;n�2with t�n�k = tm�k�1 for k = 0; 1; : : : ; n � 1. We take a to be the zero vetor.However, we an also hoose the size of B larger to obtain a number of rows Mfor the two irulant matries C1 and C2 suh that the disrete Fourier transformof size M an be omputed eÆiently. For example, we ould hoose M as thesmallest power of two larger than or equal to m+ n� 1. The matries A and Bare now hosen to have sizes (M �m)�n and (M �m)� (M�m), respetively.Note that B is square and assumed to be nonsingular.



3 Transformation of the extended LS-problemDe�ne C3 as the vetor C3 := � �ab � 2 CM :The vetor C3 an be interpreted as the �rst olumn of a irulant matrix.The extended LS-problem an therefore be formulated as follows: determine thevetors x and y suh that the norm of the vetorr = �C1 C2 C3 �24xy135 2 CMis minimal. Note that the matrix �C1 C2 C3 � is of size M � (n +M �m + 1).It is well-known that a p� p irulant matrix C an be fatorized asC = FHp �Fpwhere � is a p�p diagonal matrix ontaining the eigenvalues of C and Fp denotesthe p� p Disrete Fourier Transform matrix (DFT-matrix)Fp := �! jkp �j;k=0;:::;p�1where !p := e�2�i=p and i = p�1. Similarly, if C is of size p� q, where p � q,then C an be fatorized as C = FHp �Fp;qwhere � is again a p � p diagonal matrix and where Fp;q denotes the p � qsubmatrix of Fp that ontains the �rst q olumns of Fp.By applying the Disrete Fourier Transform to r, the norm of r remainsunhanged: krk = kFMrk. The following holds:FMr = FM �C1 C2 C3 �24xy135 (2)= ��1FM;n �2FM;s �3FM;1 �24xy135 (3)where s :=M �m and where �j =: diag (�j;k)Mk=1 is a M �M diagonal matrixfor j = 1; 2; 3.We will now translate the extended LS-problem into polynomial language.De�ne x(z) and y(z) asx(z) := n�1Xk=0 xkzk and y(z) := s�1Xk=0 ykzk:



Here xk and yk denote the omponents of the vetors x and y. The DFT-matrixFM an be interpreted as a Vandermonde matrix based on the nodes zk = !kM ,k = 0; 1; : : : ;M�1. Equation (3) now implies that the extended LS-problem anbe formulated in the following way: determine the polynomials x(z) and y(z),where deg x(z) � n� 1 and deg y(z) � s� 1, suh thatM�1Xk=0 j�1;kx(zk) + �2;ky(zk) + �3;k1j2 (4)is minimal.4 Orthogonal polynomial vetorsThe minimisation problem (4) an be solved within the framework of orthogonalpolynomial vetors developed by Van Barel and Bultheel [2, 12{14℄. The followingnotation will be used: to indiate that the degree of the �rst omponent of apolynomial vetor P 2 C [z℄3�1 is less than or equal to �, that the degree of theseond omponent of P is less than 0 (hene, this seond omponent is equal tothe zero polynomial), and that the degree of the third omponent is equal to �,we write degP = 24 ��1� 35 :We onsider the following inner produt and norm.De�nition 1 (inner produt, norm). Consider the subspae P � C [z℄3�1 ofpolynomial vetors P of degree degP = 24ns035 :Given the points zk 2 C and the weight vetorsFk = ��1;k �2;k �3;k � 2 C 1�3 ; k = 1; 2; : : : ;M;we de�ne the disrete inner produt hP;Qi for two polynomial vetors P;Q 2 Pas follows: hP;Qi := MXk=1PH(zk)FHk FkQ(zk): (5)The norm kPk of a polynomial vetor P 2 P is de�ned as:kPk :=phP; P i:



A neessary and suÆient ondition for (5) to be an inner produt in P , is that Pis a subspae of polynomial vetors suh that a nonzero polynomial vetor P 2 Pfor whih hP; P i = 0 (or equivalently: FkP (zk) = 0, k = 1; 2; : : : ;M) does notexist. Our original LS-problem an be now stated as the following disrete leastsquares approximation problem: determine the polynomial vetor P ? 2 P 0 suhthat kP ?k = minP2P0 kPk where P 0 denotes all vetors belonging to P andhaving their third omponent equal to the onstant polynomial 1.In [14℄, Van Barel and Bultheel formulated a fast algorithm for omputingan orthonormal basis for P . The degree sequene of the basis vetors Bj , j =1; 2; : : : ; Æ, is as follows:24 0 1 � � � n� s n� s n� s+ 1 n� s+ 1 � � � n n n�1 �1 � � � �1 0 0 1 � � � s� 1 s s�1 �1 � � � �1 �1 �1 �1 � � � �1 �1 035 :Every polynomial vetor P 2 P 0 an be written (in a unique way) as:P = ÆXj=1 ajBjwhere a1; : : : ; aÆ 2 C . The oordinate aÆ is determined by the fat that the thirdomponent polynomial of P has to be moni and of degree 0. The followingholds: kPk2 = hP; P i= D ÆXj=1 ajBj ; ÆXj=1 ajBjE= ÆXj=1 jaj j2 (sine hBi; Bji = Æij):It follows that kPk is minimized by setting a1; : : : ; aÆ�1 equal to zero. In otherwords, P ? = aÆBÆ and kP ?k = jaÆ j:The disrete least squares approximation problem an therefore be solved byomputing the orthonormal polynomial vetor BÆ. We obtain P ? by saling BÆto make its third omponent moni.5 Numerial experimentsWe have implemented our approah in Matlab (MATLAB Version 5.3.0.10183(R11) on LNX86). The numerial experiments that we will present in this setionare similar to those done by Ming Gu in [7℄. The omputations have been donein double preision arithmeti with unit roundo� u � 1:11 � 10�16. We haveonsidered two approahes:



{ QR: the QR method as implemented in Matlab. This is a lassial approahfor solving general dense linear least squares problems;{ NEW: the approah that we have desribed in the previous setions.We have ompared the two approahes QR and NEW for two types of Toeplitzmatries:{ Type 1: the entries tk are taken uniformly random in the interval (0; 1);{ Type 2: t0 := 2! and tk := sin(2�!k)�k for k 6= 0 where ! := 0:25. This matrixis alled the Prolate matrix and is very ill-onditioned [6, 15℄.The right-hand side vetor b has been hosen in two ways:{ Its entries are generated uniformly random in (0; 1). This generally leads tolarge residuals.{ The entries of b are omputed suh that b = Tx where the entries of x aretaken uniformly random in (0; 1). In this ase, we obtain small residuals.To measure the normwise bakward error, we have used the following result ofWald�en, Karlson and Sun [16℄. See also [8, setion 19.7℄.Theorem 1. Let A 2 Rm�n , b 2 Rm , 0 6= x 2 Rn , and r := b�Ax. Let � 2 R.The normwise bakward error�F (x) = min� k [�A; ��b℄ kF : k(A+�A)x � (b+�b)k2 = min 	is given by �F (x) = min� �1; �min ([A �1C℄) 	where �1 := krk2kxk2p�; C := I � rrTrT r and � = �2kxk221 + �2kxk22 :We have omputed �F (x) with � := 1.The numerial results are shown in Tables 1 and 2 for the two possible hoiesof the right-hand side vetor b.Table 1. Normwise bakward error (small residuals)Matrix Order �(T ) �F (x)=utype m n QR NEW160 150 5:4� 102 1:9 � 102 1:7� 1041 320 300 3:4� 102 7:5 � 102 9:1� 104640 600 7:7� 102 5:9 � 102 3:3� 105160 150 2:1� 1016 3:9 � 101 2:7� 1022 320 300 1:5� 1016 2:5 � 100 5:5� 102640 600 1:3� 1016 2:8 � 100 1:5� 103
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